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Re: Endangered Species Act Section 7(a)(2) Concurrence Letter and Magnuson~Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act Essential Fish Habitat Resp(;mse for the 
Drake's Estero Restoration Project 

Dear Ms. Muldoon: 

On May 28,2015, NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) received your request 
for a writt~p concurrence that the National Park Service's (NPS) implementation of the Drake's 
Estero RestoratioIlProject is not likely to adversely affect (NLAA) species listed as threatened or 
endangered or critical habitats designated under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). This 
response to your request was prepared by NMFS pursuant to section 7(a)(2) of the ESA, 
implementing regulations at 50 CFR 402, and agency guidance for preparation ofletters of 
concurrence. 

NMFS also reviewed the proposed action for potential effects on essential fish habitat (EFH) 
designated under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA), 
including conservation measures and any detennination you made regarding the potential effects 
of the action. This review was pursuant to section 305(b) of the MSA, implementing regulations 
at ~O CFR. 600.920, and agency guidance for use of the ESA consultation process to complete 
EFH consultation. 

NMFS also reviewed the proposed action for potential impacts to whales, dolphins, porpoises, 
seals and sea lions, which are protected under the Marine Mammal P~otection Act (MMP A). See 
16 U.S.C. § 136J et seq. Under the MMPA, it is generally illegal to "take" a marine mammal 
without prior authorization from NMFS. "Take" is defined as harassing, hunting, capturing, or 
killing, or attempting to harass, hunt, capture, or kill any marine mammal. Except with respect 
to military readiness activities and certain scientific research conducted by, or on behalf of, the 
Federal Government, "harassmentl1 is defined as any act of pursuit, tonnent, or annoyance which 
has the potential to injure a marine mammal in the wild, or has the potential to disturb amarine 
mammal in the wild by causing disruption of behavioral patterns, including, but not limited to, 
migration, breathing, nursing, breeding, feeding, or sheltering. 
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This letter \.plderwent'pre-dissemination review using standards for utility, integrity, and 
objectivity in compliance With ~ppli~able guidelines issued under the Data Quality Act (section 
515 of the Treasw:"Y'and General Goverrlment Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2001, Public 
'Law 106~554). The concurrence letter will !>e aV?i1able through NM,FS' Public Consultation 
Tracking System. [https://pcts.nmft.noaa.g()v!pcfs-weblhomepage.pctsJ A complete record of 
this consultation is on file at the NMFS office in Santa Rosa, California 

Proposed ActiQn and Action Area 

'the project will remove more than 5 miles of abandoned andcQllapsed oyster racks inTa project 
footprint of8.02 acres. InclUded within the 8.02 ac,re project footprint, NPS has documented 2.4 
acres of heavy 1m ode rate accumulation of aquaCulture debris to be feJD.oved, located both iQside 
and outside rack footprints. Approximately I acre of habitat inside the racks is littered with 
fallen PVC tubes, bags, strings, and 1ines; 0.88 acres of mats and debris on sand bars ouUiide the 
racks; and 0.5 acres inside the racks comprised of thick oyster shell piles largely covering the 
bottom substrate. The project fuotp,rint includes 0.07 acres outside the racks for placement of a 
temporary dock to facilitate d~br;is removal. 

Regarding removal actions, a flQating extraction barge outfittdl with a piece of heavy machinery 
(e.g., hydraulic backhoe) will grasp and remove oyster.racks c1I!d debris and place it within a 
container located on a floating trans'pon barge. Both barges Will be repositjoned often as 
workers move along the rack, pulling embedded bents and other debris. As part of rack/debris 
removal. NPS and their contractors will establish the 0.07 acre temporary anchorediloating dock 
(approximately 20 feet x 150 feet) to facilitate material transfer from the floating transport barges 
into trucks that will take the material to an approved disposallocatioh. Boatlbarge traffic will be 
restricted to already established boating channels previously utilized by the oyster company, and 
boatlbarge anchoring will be m.inim.ized to the extent necessary to lessen eelgrass disturbance. 

The project description also includes specific areas' where brokeQ. manila clam aquaculture bags 
and clams are distributed on the sandbar. The 0.88 acres of sand bar debris (mainly mesh bags 
for clam cultivation and other aquaculture debris) will be collected from the bay shoreline at low 
tide when the material is accessible. NPS conducted surveys to determine the extent of manila 
clam distribution. and it appears the clams are generally only fouila directly beneath or near 
broken bags. NPS proposes to conduct a cleanup and clam removal of a 0.49 aete area and 
implement pre and post monitoring to determine effectiveness of the cleanl!P. 

Finally. in sevetalJocations within the 2.4 acres ofheavy/moderate aquaculture debris, there 
exists 0.5 acres of oyster shell piles that have effectively "capped" the substrate to the point 
where no eelgrass grows within the pile. At these sites: NPS will not attempt to dredge the shells 
for removal. but will instead utilize a backhoe "claw bucket" to gently rilke,ibury. and h,re~ up 
the shell piles. NPS anticipates this experimental method Will allow eelgrass re.-establishment 

The demolition activities are projected to start on July 1,2016. Design engineers have estimated 
1hat the work associated with all demolition activities will take approximately 109 work days. 
Because of wind and tide factors, it is anticipated that the work would be completed over 
approximately 146 work days between July l~ 2016. and January 20~ 2017. Tidal and weather 
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elements v.ill have a significant impact on the ability of a contractor to conduct the demolition. 
In addition to potential tida1 impacts to the project schedule Oow tides in middle of the day), the 
summer months typically experience higher'winds. A 16% estimated likelihood of winds 
between 10-20 mph has been used. Winds at this level will cmtail or prevent demolition 
activities on the Estero'. 

Drake's Estero Restoration Project is a large-scale rack and debris removal project intended to 
increase the quality of quantity of habitat within Drake',s Estero, including EFH for-Federally
managed species. Due to eelgrass' ecological and economic importance, NPS has created anq 
committed to an pelgrass Monitoring and Mitigation Plan that aims to scientifically record the 
eelgrass inipacts abd restoration that will occur from the project's actions. NPS 'has adopted the 
pre and post monitoring 'schedule recotnnlended in the California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy 
(CEMP) (National Marine Fisheries SerVice 20l4) to determin~ the status of eelgrass impacts 
~dIestoration for 5 years, or 3 consecqtive.growth seasons (April-October) that match reference 
conditions, whichever occurs first. Accordingto a phone call on June 18,2015, NPS may 
employ an adaptive approach to the pre-monitoring effort due to the uncertain amount of time it 
may take for the contractor to remove the racks. For example, multiple pre-monitoring efforts 
occurring at different times may be implemep.ted in order to monitor eelgrass beds within 60 
days prior to the r~oval of each set of racks. If this approach is needed, NPS has agreed to 
consult with NMFS. Due to the lar€,e arep of the project, NPS will conduct surveys over a 
portion of the entire area, and use that data as a sample and extrapolate over the entire project 
footprint. Accordingly, only percent cover and areal extent of eelgrass will be recorded at the 
oyster r@.ck r~mov81 sites due to the difficulty of collecting shoot (turion) density OVer a large 
area in a short amount of time. However, the temporary dock monitoring will include shoot 
density, in addition to percent cover and areal extent, as lnel!Sures of mitigation succ~ss for a 
5-year period. 

In additipn California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) has committed to an additional 
multi-year monitoring effort focusing on eelgrass cover, marine debris, and associated fouling 
organisms (exact time commitment to be determined). Similar to NPS, CDFW aims to conduct 
pr.e and post-surveys within raclofootprints and co~are data tQ control sites. CDFW is alSQ 

preparing to conduct surveys throughout the entire Estero (in addition to the rack removal areas) 
to assess the overall ecosystem trends. 

"Interrelated actions" are those that are part of a larger action and depend on the larger action for 
their justification. "Interdependent actions" are those that have no independent utility apart from 
the action wider consideration (50 CF'R 402.02). There are no interdependent or inteirelated 
actions associated with the proposed action. 

The action area l for the Project includes the entire aquatic area of Drake 's Estero, including 
tidally submerged shoreline, except for north of the transit corridors within Home, Creamery, 
and Banies bays. 

1 ",Action area" means all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action and-oot merely the 
immediate area involved in the action (50 CFR402.02). 
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Figure 1: Photo of Drake's Estero noting oyster rack locations, clean up areas, and transit routes. 

Agency's Effects Determination 

California Coast (CCC) steelhead are known to inhabit Drake's Estero tributaries, and thus may 
be present within the action area at the time of the Project. CCC steelhead critical habitat occurs 
within those same tributaries, but does not extend downstream into the Drake's Estero estuary 
where Project impacts are expected. Coho salmon have never been sampled within the Drake's 
Estero or its tributaries and are not believed to inhabit the system., but all accessible habitats 
within the bay and tributaries is listed as critical habitat for CCC coho salmon. 
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NPS.has deten:p.ined that the :eroject; is not likely to adversely affect threatened Central ~lifomia 
Coast (CCC) steeThead (Oncorhynchus mykiss; 71 FR 834; January S, 2006), Qt CCC coho 
salmon (0. kisutch) designated critical habitat (64 FR24049; May 5,1999). Theirreasoning for 
the above ~terminations ln9lude the ~ed duration of work at anyone IOQ1ltior; 8IJ.d the SJllall 
-footprint of substrate disturbance relative to the large area of eelgrass in Dralce's E~ero. 

Reg~ding EFH~ NPS has detennined that the p~dject may adversely affect EFH. NPS has also 
determined that whil¢ there are anticipated temporary impacts to EFH for Federally-managed 
speci~s under the MSA, the 9verall project will ultimately result in benefi& to EFH at a ratio of 
at le~t 1.2: 1. 

The action area is located within an. area identified as EFH for various life stages offish s'pecies 
Fede;rally-m~ed with the following Fishery Managelllen,t Plans (FMP~ under the ¥SA: 

Pac-me Coast Groondfish FMP (leopard shark, starry flounder, butter sole, etc.), 
Pacific Coast Salmon FMP (Chinook and coho saImQn), and -
Coastall'e)~gie Species FMP (northern anchovy). 

The project area is also located within an area designated as a Habitat Area of Particular Concern 
(H,APC)'Jor various F~raJly-managed fish spec~es within the Pacific Coast Groundfish F~ 
and the Pacific Coast Salmon FMP for coho and Chinook? RAPCs are described in the 
regulations as subsets ofEFH that are rare, particularly susceptible to human-indu~ed 
degradation, especially ecologically important, Of located. in an. environmentally s1re~sed area. 
Designated RAPes are not afforded any additional regulatory protection un.derMSA;, however, 
"Federal projects that may adversely affect HAPC are more cacefully scrutinized during the 
consultation process. 

As defmed in the Groufulfish FMP (pacific Fishery Management Counci12014a) and the Salmon 
FMP (pacific Fishery Management Council2.014b), Drake's Estero, including tOe project 
footprint, is Clefined as Estuary RAPe. fu addition, the project footprint js located directly in and 
adjacent to eelgrass (Zostera marina) beds, defined as seagrass HAPC and marine and estuarine 
submerge4 aquatic vegetation RAPe (SA V) in the Groundfisb FMP and Salmon FM,p, 
resp~ctively. Many species managed under the Groundfish FMP ace dependent on stable ~d 
productive eelgrass beds throughout some or all of their lifestages (Counci12005a). Studies have 
shown seagrass beds to be among the areas ofhlghest primary productivity in the world {Herke 
and Rogers 1993; Hoss and Thayer 1993}. As described in.the Salmon FMP, these habitats 
provide important nurseries,. feeding grounds, and shelter to a variety of fish species, including . 
salmon (Shaf~r 7002; Munxford 2007), as well as spawning substrate to Pacific herring (Clupea 
pa/lasii): an important prey specie~ for all marine life stages of Pacific salmon, Juvenile salinon 
utilize eelgrass beds as migratory corridors as they transition to the opep. ocean, and the beds 

2 Regarding the desjgnation of EfHunder the Salmon FMP, ~e's Estero is designated EFH because the ~ 
is bounded b)' marine-EFH and freshwater EFH. The geographic extent of freshwater EFH is specifically identified 
in the Salmon FMP as all water bodies currently or historically occupied 9)' PFMC-managed salmon in Washingro~ 
Oregon, Idaho, and CalifornJa.; including ~tic areas above all artificial barriers that are not specifically excluded 
(?9 fR 75450). 
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provid~ both refuge from predators and ru;t a};UQdant food supply (see reviews by Ftesh (2006) 
and Muniford (2007)). 

The project footprint is also located within the boundaries of EFli for the Coastal Pelagic 
Spedes (CPS) FMP, defined to be all marine a.ru! estuarine waters from the shoreline along the 
coasts ofCaIifomi~ Oregon, and Washington offshore to the limits $lfthe Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) anp above the, thet:mocline where sea surface temperatures range between 10°C to 
26°C (pacifib. Fishery Management COliIlcil20 11). Although primarily occllIl'ilig in pelagic 
are~, CPS species such as northern anchovy ,and Pacific sardiD.e use estuarine habitat. 

Consultation History 

NMFS. along with representatives from the California C9astalCommission, U.S. Army COrps of 
Engineers, and Regional Water Quality Control Boarc;l, met with NPS to preliminarily discuss the 
ptoject and conduct a field visit on January 15,2015.)Juring the meetin~ and field visi~ 
potenti.al EFH mitigation/min'imization measures were discussed with NPS. The initial 
consultation request Was received by NMFS from NPS on May 28, 2015, which NMFS deemed 
incompiete due to insufficient information concerning impacts to EFH and listed species. NMFS 
no\ified NeS regarding the required information via .email from Rick Rogers to'Brannon 
Ketcham dated June 4,2015, and received that information via a response email frQm Mr. 
Ketcham to Mr. Rogers dated rune 11, 2015. In adeJition, NMFS ana NPS clarified project 
information further d~g a phone calion June 18,2015, regarding EFH-related infornlation. A 
NPS email to NMFS regarding EFH on"June 29,2015. confinned that the monitoring pl~ will 
incorporate the infopnation incluc;led in the June 11,2015, response email. Another NPS email 
sent to NMFS on Jtme 29,2015 included information on changes to the project time 'period. 
ESA and EFH consultation was initiated on June 29,2015. 

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 

Effects of the Action 

Under the ESA7 "effects of the action" means the direct andlindirect effects of an action on the 
listed species or critical habitat, together with the effects of other activities that are interrelated or 
interdepeillient With that actioI1(,(50 'CFR 402.02). The applicable standard to find ~t a 
proposed action is not likely to adversely affecflisted speci~s or critical habitat is that all of the 
eff~cts Of the action are expected to be discountable, insignificant, or cony>letely beneficial. 
Beneficial effects are c6nt~poraneous positive effects without any adverse effects to the species 
or critical habitat. Insignifi~t effects relate to the size or the impact and should never reach the 
scale where take occurs. DJscountable effects are those extremeLy unlikely to occur. 

Operating from a floating barge, heavy equipment (e.g., backhoe or similar machine) will 
hydraulically pull embedded oyster rack posts,'! (formerly (ialled a "bent") from the substrate after 
the scaffolding anc;l other above~subStrate structure is reI}loved. Similar equipment and methods 

3 NPS defines a bent as a stru~ure consisting of three (3) yertical2x6 inch posts affixed and stabilized by a 14-foot 
long 2x6 inch horizontal cross-member. 
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will be used to mechanically break up accumulated shell mounds and partially mix them into the 
bottom substrate. Both actions will likely dislodge sediment from the substrate and create a 
small, localized area of turbid water. Suspended s/Jiment can affect salmonids in several ways. 
High concentrations of suspended sedimenj can disrupt nonnal feeding behavior and efficiency 
(Cordone andKelly 1961; 'Bjomn et al. 1917; Berg and Northcote), reduce growth rates (Crouse 
et ai. 1981), and increase piasma cortisol1evels (Servizi and Martens ~992). High turbidity 
concentrations can reduce dissolved oxygen in the water column, result inieduced respiratory 
functions~ lower disease tolerance, and, in severe cases, can also cause fish mortality (Sigler et 
al. 1984; Berg and Northcote 1985; Gregory and Nortbcote 1993; Velagic 1995; Waters 1995). 
Even small pulses of turbig. w~ter will cause salmonids to disperse from established territories 
(Waters 1995), wmch .can displace fish into less suitable habitat' and/or increase competition and 
predation, decreasing chaQ,ces of survival. With regard to physical habitat condition, increased 
sediment deposition can fill pools and reduce the amount of cover available to fish, decreasing 
the survival of juveniles (Alexander and Hansen 1986). 

Yet, the severity. spatial extent and duration of turbidity that will resu]tfrom the proposed action 
is likely much less thab. the conditions encountered in the above-mentioned studies. While 

'1esting the feasibilitY ofhydraulica11y pulling the bents, NPS documented a resulting plume of 
turbidity when each bent was pulled that lasted just three to five minutes before dissipating 
com.,pletely (NPS correspondence June 11,2015). Furthermore, turbidity impacts are unlikely to 
cumulatively combine because turbidity will dissipate before work begins at the next bent. 
Alth,ough not documented durlrig t4e test, the spatial area of the turbid plume likely expanded to 
no more thfUlJa 10 foot x 10 foot area, given the relative lack of flow in Drake's Estero (as 
compared to a river/stream). In response to turbidity as well as the general commotion of 
working men and machinery, juvenile and adult steelhead will likely avoid the immediate area 
where active bent pulling/shell mound disturbance is taking place, and diwlaced fish will seek 
out suitable haJ>itat to occupy until Project impacts abate. Fortunately, displaced fish have ample 
habitat to disperse into, as Drake's Estero contains more than 700 ac,:-es ofhigh-quafity eelgrass 
habitat not impacted by the Projec;t. for this 1eason, l'fMFS believes the level of harassment 
steelhead wilt experience due to bent-pulling operations and the resulting turbidity plume is 
insignificant, and will not appreciably impact the species survival or recovery. 

CCC coho salmon critical habitat will be temporarily impacted by the Project. For CCC coho 
salmon.critical habitat, the following essenti81 habitat types were identified: 1) j uV'enil~ summer 
and winter rearing areas; 2) juvenile migration corridQrs; 3) areas for growth and development to 
adulth90d; 4) adult migration corridors; and 5) spawning l:\feas. Wiihin these areas, essential 
features of coho salmon critical habitat include adequate: 1) substrate, 2) water quality, 3) water 
quantity, 4) water temperature, 5) water velocity, 6) cover/shelter, 7) food. 8) riparian. vegetation, 
9) space, and 10) safe passage conditions (64 FR 2404,9). Within Drake's Estero, essential 
habitat types include migration habitat forlbotb adult and juvenile fish, as well as rearing and 
freshwater/ocean acclimation habitat Removing embedded bents and aquaculture debris, and 
mechanically breaking up shell mounds, will likely cause the small clllI1-ulative loss of some 
eelgrass plants directly adjacent to the bent being removed through either sed}l1lent smothering 
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or plantJ.!'r~oting.4 ~S (~015) estimates ~ rack removal and docldnstiillation will 
t~oranly lnlpagt approxunately 0.59 acres of eelgrass. However, as noted above, over 700 
acres of near-prist me eelgr.a,ss ~itat i.s available t9 rearing and migrating salmonids in Drake's 
E~ero, suggesting that the temporary'loss of ap~rpximately 0.59 acre of eelgrass habitat is 
'unlikely to compromise the ability of critical habitat in the aclion area to support ,future CCC 
coho salmon survival and recovery. 

On the contrary, removing derelict oyster racks and accumulated bottom debris will improve 
sunIightpep.etration and expose areas for natu,ral eelgrass colonization, both of wblCh will likely 
iniprove eelgrass dens!ty and overall acreage within Drake's Estero. rrhese improvements will 
Jike~y improve the abi]jty of critical habitat to promote future cce coho salmon survival and 
recovery. The restojati(m project, including complete removal of oyster racks and accwnulated 
aquaculture debris (tubes, strings, and bags), is anticipated to provjde an eelgrass restoration to 
impact ratio in excess of 1.2: 1, the mi.tPmum mitigation ratio re90mmended in the California 
Eelgrass Mitigation2olicy (National M~ Fisheries Service 2(14). The shor~line/sandbar 
treatment areas identified as part of the project are not within, and therefore are not anticipated to 
impact eelgrass habitaV"or the impact calculation ratios presented above. 

Conclusion 

Based on this analysis, NMFS concurs. with NPS that the proposed action is not likely to 
adversely affeci the subject listed species anc4designafed critical habitats. 

~ 

Reinitiation of Consultation 

Reinitiation of conSultation is required and shall be requested by NPS or by NMFS, where 
discretionary Fe{ier~l involvement or control over the action has been.Ietain~d 9J' is a~thorizecl by 
law and (1) new infonnation reveals effects of the action that may affect listt!<i species or critical 
habitat in amanner or to an extent not previously considered; (2) the identified action is 
subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat 
that was not COnSidered in this c01currence letter; or if (3) a new syecies is Jisted or critical 
habitat designated that may be affected by the jdentifi~d action (50 CFR 402.16). This concludes 
the ESA portion of this consultation. 

MAGNUSON-STEVENS FISHERY CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT ACT 
~ , . . 

Under the MSA, this consultation is intended to promote the protection, conservation and 
enhancement of EFH as necessary to support sustainable tisheries and the managed species' 
contribution to a healthy ecosystem. For the purposes of the MSA, EFH means "those waters 
and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, 15reC!ding, feeding, or growth to maturity", M,d 
includes the associated physicaI~ chemicaL and biological properties that are used by fish (50 
CFR 600.10), and "adverse effect" means any impact which reduces either the quality or quantity 

4 NPS will also remove aquaculture debris (mainly mesb bags and assorted ancbors) from sandy areas near the 
mouth of Drake's Estero. However, no eelgrass dists at that location, and the work will be done atlow tide when 
the area is not inundated with water- Thus, no impacts to fish or habitat are expected 
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ofEFH{50 CFR 600!910(a». Adverse effects may include direct, indirec~ site-specific or 
habitat-wide impacts" including individual, cumulative, or synergistic consequences ofactiop.s. 
NMFS determined the proposed actions of rack removal and installation of a temporary loading 
dock would adversely affect EFH as follows. 

Rack Removal 

NPS proposes to remove oyster racks that exhibit a variety of conditions, ranging from recently 
used and intact, to aged and degraded racks that are partially collapsed or bw;j,ed in the soft 
bottom substrate. On average, the newer intact racks have little to no eelgrass located within the 
rack footprint, and the older and partially collapsed racks generally have eelgrass located within 
the rack footprint. NPS estimates that 40% of the posts and buried cross-members occur within 
established eelgrass beds. 

Regarding the racks that have" eelgrass within the rack footprint, the removal of rack components 
could result ~ direct removal and/or burial of eelgrass plants. As described in the CEMP,. it is 
NMFS' policy to recommend no net loss of eelgrass habitat function in CaliforDia. NPS has 
estimated that the removal of; posts within eelgrass could result in direct impacts of up to a 
maximum of 1.3 square feet per post (0.08 acres total imp~ct)J and the removal of buried cross
members could impact up to a maximWl} of 1 square foot per lineaI' foot of the buried cross
member (0.29 acres total impact). In addition, many wooden boards called stringers that were 
used to hang aquaculture bags and tubesllave fallen on the substrate and are embedded within 
eelgrass within The rack footprint (0.14 acres total impact). Thus, the anticipated total direct 
impact to eelgrass habitat from the removal of rack posts, buried cross-members, and fallen 
stringers is 0.51 acres. 

As identified in NPS' Project Description, many of the tacks that were more recently active have 
no eelgrass occurring within the rack footPrint. It is possible that shading effects by previous 
,aquaculture structures (hanging bags, tubes, etc.) were preventing eelgrass growth. within the 
rack footprint. NPS estimates at least 0.73 acres'of eelgrass expected to expand into these areas. 
NPS will implement monitoring (described above), using the CEMP as a gqide, to track th~ 
impacts and recovery of eelgrass resulting from rack removal. 

The rem.oval of oyster racks could increase turbidity Where rack components ar~ being removed. 
Turbidity plumes of suspended particulates reduce light penetration thr(~)Ugh the water column. If 
suspended for extended periods oftime .. even slight reductions in light availability result in lower 
rates of photosynthesis for subaquatic vegetation (Dennison 1987), and phytoplankton 
productivity (Cloem 1987). Limited light availability has been identified as the primary factor " 
controlling depth distribution, density, and productivity of eelgrass (Dennison and Alberte 1982; 
Dennison and Alberte 1985; Dennison and Alberte 1986; Zimmerman et aZ. 1991). Reductions 
in light available at the eelgrass canopy due to turbidity may result in eelgrass loss. especially 
where eelgrass is growing at ot near its lower depth,Jimit. Reg~ding Federally-managed fish 
species, if suSpended sediment loads remain high, fish may suffer reduced feeding ability 
(Benfield and Minello 1996), increased larval mortaiity (Wilber and Clarke 2001), and b~ prone 
to fish gill injury (Nightingale and Simenstad 2001 a). NPS conducted a puU te%tfor (ack 
components, and determined that sediment plumes resulting from removal would undergo rapid 
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decay in five minutes or less due to 1h~ Estero's tidal regime (NP~ cOlJ"~ondenQe June 11, 
20 15)~ Itt addition, The Prelj.minary Engineering Report (Holladay Engineering Co. 2015) " 
estimates that the time sgent to remove each 3-post bent would be appro~ately 15-~O minutes, 
before moving on to the next bent. Thus, bepause turbidity plumes are anticipated to be on the 
order of minutes for each bent ~d spread over a relatively small area, localized turbidity impacts 
to eelgrass and water colurrm habitat for FederaIly-ma,naged species are ~pected to be -
insignificant. 

Temporary Loading Dock 

NPS will build and install ~ temporary anchored floating dock of approximately 20 feet x 150 
" 'f _ 

feet at or near the old loading dock location used by the Drake's Bay Oyster Company (0.07 acre 
footprint) to facilitate material transfer from the floating transport bl:)fges onto trucks for land 
transportation. It is ahticipated tl;1at this dock will be. in pl~between July 1, 2016 and January 
20, 2017. Any eelgrass tbilt is located where the dock contacts the substrate at low tide will 
likely be smothered and destroyed. Eelgrass that is not directly smothered by the bottom sUIf&ce 
of the dock, but is located in an area that is shaded by the overwater structure also will likely be,. 
impacted. The shadow cast by an overwater structure can alter ahabita'tqadversely affecting . 
both the pl~t a,nd animal communities below the structure (Nightingale and Simenstad 2001b). 
Light levels underneath overwater stnietures have been found to fall below threshold amounts 
for the phgtosynthesis of diatoms, benthic algae, eelgrass, and associated epiphytes and other 
autofr..gphs. These photosynthesizing organisms are an essential part of nearshore habitat ~d the 
estuarine and nearshore food webs that support many species of marine and estuarine fishes. 
Eelgrass and other macrophytes can be reduced or eliminated. even though partial shading of the 
substrate, and have littl~ chance to recpver (CPllncil 2005b). Thus~ NMFS anticipates 0.07 acres 
of eelgrass will be adversely affected as a result of the tempOrary dock. However, because of the 
temporary ~e of the dock, NPS expects eeJgrass to recover within the dock footprint. 
Following the ~MP (described abOve) to track eelgrass impacts and recovery following dock 
placem~t, NPS has committed £0 pre and post-monitoring and annual monitoring for 5 years, or 
3 consecutive growth seasons (April-October) that match reference conditions, whichever occurs 
first. 

Aguaculture Debris Removal 

Within the footprint of the racksl'NPS has documented approximately 1 acre of aquaculture 
debris, composed of tubes, strings, bags, and lines. NPS proposes t9 remove the debris using a 
mechanical excavator on a barge with a clam shell or dredge scoop attached to the hydraulic attn. 
No eelgrass has been observed in the rack footprints where debris is located, therefore no direct 
impacts, to eelgrass from the excavator are anticipated. Although debris removal may result in 
plw:nes of increased turbidity, similar to reasons ,reviously discussed for rack removal actions, 
NMFS does n,ot anticipate significant turbidity impacts to eelgrass or water column habitat 
Overalll NMFS expe&s the rem,oval of aquacuiture debris to benefit bentl;llc habitat and allow 
eelgrass beds fo e~and. in addition, the removal ot 0.88 acres of sand bar debris (mainly mesh 
bags for clam c\lltivation and other aquaculture debris) will be completed atlow tide, where 
effects to habitat are expected to· benefit sandbar habitat 
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In addition to the 1.88 acres of aq:uacl,1lture debris removal~ NPS estimates 0.5 acres inside the 
racks are cQmprised of heavy accumulation of oyster shell piles ~overing the bottom Slibstrate. 
NPS proposes to conduct an experimental ~ethod using an excavator to mix the shell piles info 

> . -
the soft bottom substrate. m .their current state, the shell piles prohibit eelgrass recruitment and 
growth. 'The working hypothesis is that breakingllp the shell "cap' will expose the substrate 
enough to allow eelgrass to grow. Similar to the overall monitoring plan described above, ~e 
treatment areas will be monitored before and afteJ: the action and com.pared with control areas to 
help determine the efficacy and efficiency of the method No eelgras~ is currently located in the 
area Where the expeJj.m.~ntal method will be implemented, .and thus win not be adve~ely 
affected. Similar to analyses of rack ~emoval and aquaculture debris removal; NMFS does not 
anticipate direct iInpacts or turbidity impacts. to eelgrass from this action. It is hoped that 0.5 
acres of eelgrass habitat will be restored from this treatment, although due to its experimental 
nature, the acreage is not included in the overall mitigation ratio calculation. 

Vessel Operations 

The proposed project involves boat and barge operations during high and low tide in and around 
known eelgrass bed locations. Prop scarring, anchoring, and vessel grounding impacts are 
common where shallow water vessel operations are co-located with intertidal and subtidal 
eelgrass beds, and can cause signifi~ant damage if care is not taken to avoid eelgrass (Council 
2005b)_ NPS proposes to use existing boat navigation channels used 1;>y Drake's BayOyste.r 
Company. The contractor will utilize narrow poles to stabilize vessels where ee!grass js lOcal~d 
beneath. and will only deploy anchors in areas with.out eelgrass. Further; water depth at loW tide 
should not prohibit rack cleanup or result in impact~ to eelgrass. 

NPS states that the contractor will exercise caution with a loaded barge at the temporary dock, 
minimizing direct prop and grounding impacts that may occur during low ti$le. Vessel impacts to 
eelgrass from the operation of vesselS loading and 1,Ulloading at the dock, will be recorded in the 
pre and post-monitoring for the temporary loading dock and included in the overall mitigation 
ratio for the project. 

Invasive Species 

Oyster racks and aquaculture debris provide hard substrate in Drake's Estero for the growth and 
persistence of Didemnum vexillum, a non-native invasive colonial tunicate originally nom Japan 
Invasive species are known to enter new environments from aquaculture operations, and 
D. vexillum is established amongst numerous shellfish aquaculture operations around the world 
(Switzer et ai. 2011). The introduction of non-native organisms to new environments is an 
ongoing threat to EFH, and can have many severe impacts on habitat (Omori et al. 1994). Long
term impacts of the introduction of non-native and reared species can change the natural 
community structure and dynamics, lower the overall fitness and genetic di'versity of natural 
stocks, and pass andlor introduce exotic lethal disease, resulting in deleterious habitat conditions 
(Counci12005b). Removing the racks and debris from Drake's Estero is anticipat~d to benefit 
the Estero by minimizing the amount of hard supstrate that D. vexillum relies upon. In the Project 
Descriptien, NPS states t:hl!t care will be taken in the removal of the racks and debris to minimize 
the spread of D. vexillum tissue and spores during removal, but some spread of the tissue and 
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spores may occur. NMFS and NP8 have observed D. vexillum. to a lesser degree .. attached t6 the 
surfac~ Qfeelgtass blades in Drake's Estero ... NPS hopes D. vexillum recruitment on eelgrass will 
not persist ~er the r~ks ~d debris have been removed, and that the removal of racks and 
aquaculture debris will ultimately reduce the abun9afice and distribution tlf D. vexillum in 
Drake's Estero. NPSi monitoring plan (described abQve) will evaluaterecruitn;lent ofD.vexilium 
on eelgr.ass at suntey locations for up to 5 years after racks have been removed. 

Another non-native species concern is the survival of manila clams (Venerupis philippinarum) 
that Drake'sB~y Oyster Company cultured in various ~andbar locations. NPS proposes to 
cop-duct a cleanup and clam removal of a 0.49 acre area and implement pre and post monitoring 
to determine effectiven~ of the cleanup. NMFS anticipates beneficial effects to sandbar habitat 
from therr rerri6vM. 

EFH Conclusion 

NMFS anticipates the rack removal and dock installation components of this project will have 
adverse effects to EFH .. including estuary and eelgrass RAPC. However, NPS is proposing to 
implement numerous.methoQ.s, techniques, and measures to avoid and minimize adverse effects 
to EFH. Further, NMFS anticipates that ~lgrass will expand as a resultbfproject activities. 
'The total amount of eelgrass anticipated to be restored.as a te~ult of the project is a minimum of 
2.81 acres. The total eelgrass impacts'are estimated to result in a maximum 6fO.51 acres, 
yielding a mitigation r:fio that is expected to be greater than 1.2: 1, the minimum recommended 
by the CEMP. Per June 11, 20 15 corr~spondence, NPS has committed tOJnonitoring impacts 
and meetipg testoration milestones that are synonymous with mitigation milestones described in 
the CEMP. No further mitigation is recommended by NMFS at this time, assuming eelgrass 
restoration meets th~ restoration -milestones Q.escribed in NPS' Project DescriPrtion. Therefore, 
NMFS has no EFH Conservation Recommendations to provid~ to NPS regarding rack removal 
or dock installation at this1fune. NPS must re'initiate EFH conSultation with NMFS if the 
proposed action is substantially revised.in a way that may adversely affect EFH, or if new 
information becomes available that affects the basis for NMFS' EFH conservation 
recommendations (50 OFR 600.920(1)). This concludes the MSA portion of this consultation. 

MARINE MAMMAL PROTECTION ACT 

Marine mammals likely to be in the immediate project area are the Pacific harbor seal (Phoca 
vitulina richardii and possibly the Califomia sea lion (Zalophus californianus). During a Single 
day, harbor seals can move from one haul out site to another within the Drake's Estero area and 
California sea lions may be observed transiting in the area. Potential impacts to marine 
manunals from the proposed project are likely from disturbance from proposed project activities, 
underwater sound from proj~ct-Telated vessels, anQ. an increase in vessel traffic. Possible 
consequences from proposed project activities involving the removal of structures adjacent to 
haul ouj: sites and underwater sound from project-related vessels could cause marine mammals to 
move away or change their normal behavior or flush from their haul oirt site. Harbor seal 
presence at haul out sites is seasonal, with peaks in abundance during their pupping (March to 
June) and molting periocls (July to August). During the fall and winter 50-90% of individual 
harbor seals may remain year-round at Dr3ke's Estero. The contract window fot the project is 
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anticipated from July 1, 2016 to January 20~ 2Q17, wmch does slightly overlap with the harbor 
seal molting period and the early anival of pregnant females. Other human activities do occur in 
the Drake's Estero area that can disturb seals at haul out sites, causing cbanges in seal 
abundance, distribution, and behavior, and can even cause abandonment, but harbor seals do 
continue to haul out there. It is not clear if project-related activities could generate the same 
~ever of human-caused noise that currently has the potential to disrupt harbor seals at Drake's 
Estero or ifit is anticipated that this !evel would increase due to project-related activities, even 
though it will be conducted outside of the harbor seal pupping season to minimize impacts. 
Removal ~ctivities and equipIllent could emit in-air sound, and NMFS recommends that NPS 
consider evaluating ~d comparing where harbor seals are expected to haul out (i.e., what the 
received level from the sound source may be at the haul out sites) and how i~corresponds to the 
current N1vlFS Level B take threshold of 90 A-weighted decibels reference 20 J,tPa2 (in-air) for 
batbor seals. Based on the infQrmation provided, it doesn~t appear that additional underwater 
noise would be generated as a result of the proposed project activities and therefore, NMFS does 
not recommend any further evaluation for potential underwater noise impacts to marine 
mammals. NMFS does support any mitigation measure that would limit activities during 
pupping season, but based on the information provided, it is difficult to evaluate the potential 
project-related impacts to harbor seals re1ative to currently proposed project-related activities. 

The construction and placement of a temporary floating dock with a bulkhead on the shore in 
order to secure multiple barges in series to the shore, may alsd cause harbor seals to initially 
flush from the haul out site, if it is placed at a location adjacent to the haul out site or is visi1?le to 
hauled out harbor seals. Potential effects of dock-related activities on the harbor seals cannot be 
fully evaluated because th~se effects have not been directly investigated. but NMFS supports 
precautionary measures to reduce th~ likelihood of disturbance of harbor seals which are 
consistent with current management practices in the U.S. Therefore, to reduce potential impacts 
to harbor seals, NMFS recommends that NPS consider avoiding locations near harbor seal haul 
out sites for the constructioq and placement of the temporary dock. In additio~ the presence of a 
temporary nock may also attract California sea lions to haul out directly on it. NMFS offe;rs its 
expertise to NPS to assist in developing a protocol, through dock design and non-lethal 
detenence, should California sea lions haul out on the temporary dock. 

The proposed project may also lead to an increase in ship traffic to and from the area, thus 
increasing the risk of a possible collision with a marine mammal. In the event of a collision with 
a marine mammal, Mr. Justin Viezbicke, the NMFS West Coast Regional Office's Stranding 
Coordinator, must be immediately contacted at 562-98Q-3230 and a report must be sent to the 
NMFS west Coast Regional Office. 

Since 1997, NPS has had a long-term harbor seal monitoring program. NMFS continues t9 offer 
its encouragement to NPS for the continuation of this monitoring' program and is pleased that this 
will continue both pre- and post-restoration to identifY trends in harbor seal pupping and 
population numbers relative to other sites in the National Park area. 

Based on the informa~ion provided, we are unable to accurately assess the impact that this project 
may have on marine mammals and advise NPS on whether a permit under the MMP A is 
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necessary. H.Qwever, should project plans cnange or ifmore infurmation is provided, this 
determination can .be reevaluated. 

Please direct questions regarding this letter to Rick Rogets, (/07) 578-8552. 
rick.rogers@noaagov for ESA, Brian Meux, (707) 575-1253, Qrlan ... rrieux@noaagov for EFH;", 
and MonicaDeAngelis, 562-980-3232. Momca.DeAngelis@noaagovfor MMP A. 

cc: Brannon Ketchum, NPS Point Reyes National Seashore 

bee: Copy to FlleAR'N 151422WCR2015SR00201 
Copy to Chroo File 
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